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Rule 7600 Qualified Open Outcry Orders – Floor Crossing

(a) and (b) No Change.

(c) Submission of QOO Orders. The Floor Broker must submit the QOO Order to the BOG for processing by the Trading Host as provided in this rule. The QOO Order is not deemed executed until it is processed by the Trading Host. Once the Floor Broker submits the QOO Order to the BOG there will be no opportunity for the submitting Floor Broker, or anyone else, to alter the terms of the QOO Order. After announcing the QOO Order to the trading crowd, the Floor Broker must submit the QOO Order to the BOG without undue delay, provided that the executing Floor Broker allows adequate time for Floor Participants to participate in the transaction as provided in Rule 100(b)(5).

When a Floor Broker executes the single-leg QOO Order, the execution price must be equal to or better than the NBBO, subject to the exceptions in Rule 15010(b). Additionally, the QOO Order (1) may not trade through any equal or better priced Public Customer bids or offers on the BOX Book or any non-Public Customer bids or offers on the BOX Book that are ranked ahead of such equal or better priced Public Customer bids or offers, and (2) may not trade through any non-Public Customer bids or offers on the BOX Book that are priced better than the proposed execution price. The initiating side of a single-leg QOO Order must execute against equal or better priced interest on the BOX Book as provided by Rules 7600(d) and (h) before executing the contra-side QOO order.

The priority rules for Complex Orders contained in Rule 7240(b)(2) and (3) do not apply to multi-leg QOO orders that are not Complex Orders (“multi-leg QOO Orders”). Multi-leg QOO Orders must involve the simultaneous purchase and/or sale of two or more different options series in the same underlying security, for the same account, and for the purpose of executing
a particular investment strategy. Each component series of a multi-leg QOO order must be executed at a price that is equal to or better than the NBBO for that series subject to the exceptions of Rule 15010(b). Each component series of a multi-leg QOO order (1) may not trade through any equal or better priced Public Customer bids or offers on the BOX Book for that series or any non-Public Customer bids or offers on the BOX Book for that series that are ranked ahead of or equal to better priced Public Customer bids or offers, and (2) may not trade through any non-Public Customer bids or offers for that series on the BOX Book that are priced better than the proposed execution price. The minimum increment for bids and offers on multi-leg QOO orders is $0.01 and the legs of the multi-leg QOO order may be executed in $0.01 increments. The initiating side of a multi-leg QOO order must execute against equal or better priced interest on the BOX Book as provided by Rules 7600(d) and (h) before executing against the contra-side QOO order.

When a Floor Broker executes the QOO Complex Order, the priority and rules for Complex Orders contained in Rule 7240(b)(2) and (3) will continue to apply, except that the Floor Broker may disable the NBBO aspect of the Complex Order Filter under Rule 7240(b)(3)(iii). For Complex QOO Orders, the Complex QOO Orders (1) may not trade through any equal or better priced Public Customer Complex bids or offers on the Complex Order Book or any non-Public Customer Complex bids or offers on the Complex Order Book that are ranked ahead of such equal or better priced Public Customer Complex bids or offers, and (2) may not trade through any non-Public Customer bids or offers on the Complex Order Book that are priced better than the proposed execution price. Additionally, the Complex QOO Order may be executed at a price without giving priority to equivalent bids or offers in the individual series legs on the initiating side, provided at least one options leg betters the corresponding bid or offer on the BOX Book by at least one minimum trading increment as set forth in Rule 7240(b)(1).

(d) though (g)

No Change.

(h) A Floor Broker may, but is not required to, provide a book sweep size. The book sweep size is the number of contracts, if any, of the initiating side of the QOO Order that the Floor Broker is willing to relinquish to orders and quotes on the BOX Book that have priority pursuant to Rule 7600(d)(1) and (2). If the number of contracts on the BOX Book that have priority over the contra-side order is greater than the book sweep size, then the QOO Order will be rejected. If the number of contracts on the BOX Book that have
priority over the contra-side order is less than or equal to the book sweep size, then the QOO Order will execute.

A Floor Broker may, but is not required to, provide a book sweep size for Complex QOO Orders and multi-leg QOO orders. The book sweep size is the number of contracts, if any, of the initiating side of the Complex QOO Order or multi-leg QOO Order that the Floor Broker is willing to relinquish to orders and quotes on the BOX Complex Order Book and the BOX Book that have priority pursuant to Rule 7240(b)(2) and (3) and Rule 7600(c). If the number of contracts on the BOX Complex Order Book or BOX Book that have priority over the contra-side order is greater than the book sweep size, then the Complex QOO Order or multi-leg QOO Order will be rejected. If the number of contracts on the BOX Complex Order Book or BOX Book that have priority over the contra-side order is less than or equal to the book sweep size, then the Complex QOO Order or multi-leg QOO Order will execute.

* * * * *